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Achieve more.

With telecoms companies looking for ways to increase 

profitability, and already having the infrastructure to 

do so, FinTech enables a cross-industry playing field 

for MNOs and MVNOs to enter the banking arena to 

provide communities with a mobile money solution. 

Innovation has created financial inclusion; where previously 

many people experienced banking to be out of reach, FinTech 

allows the unbanked – those without bank accounts – access 

to financial transactions, and without fuss and fanfare. As 

such, innovation pushes the eradication of economic poverty. 

MNOs and MVNOs, with their ready-laid infrastructures,  

are partnering with retail, insurance, equipment 

suppliers and banks as the ideal medium for mobile 

money solutions to reach millions around the world. 

Telecoms companies already have a relationship with their 

customers and can easily build on this foundation that will lead 

to other mobile money services and solutions.
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Tap into the “Unbanked” 
Consumer Market and 

Reach 1.7 Billion  
Potential Customers 

with FinTech.

The impact of digital transformation has skewed the 

line between bank and telecom. This has created an 

opportunity to develop a disruptive mobile commerce 

solution focused on financial inclusion, economic 

empowerment, and economic growth.

FinTech is the solution to drive your business forward and 

connect with customers in new and emerging markets.

INTRODUCTION
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Mobile Wallets

NGO Wallet – NGO’s around the world face significant 

challenges in providing effective aid and ensuring that 

aid gets delivered correctly. Our Mobile Wallet with added 

capabilities such as Voucher Generation and Redemption, 

Savings, and Financial and Relief Aid Management   

is designed to assist NGO’s in the important role they play. 

Government Payments – While governments around 

the world have begun shifting their payments to digital 

channels, scope remains for further digitalization.  

Our Mobile Wallet can offer government departments  

a comprehensive Digital Payment solution, to facilitate  

& manage bulk payments, payrolls, and social grants. 

Pension Disbursements - Pension solution providers  

are continuing to enable digital disbursements that  

bring speed, and efficiency to payments - allowing them 

to work around the slower legacy systems many FIs now 

have in place. Our Mobile Wallet has specific features to 

address these requirements, such as KYC, embedded USSD, 

and advanced mobile security.

Considering the huge ‘unbanked’ population in the world 

today, we provide a solution which allows users to access 

electronic funds in their mobile phones, and transact with 

these funds stored in their wallet account without having 

a bank account.

Anti-Money Laundering Solutions

Considering the huge ‘unbanked’ population in the world 

today, we provide a solution which allows users to access 

electronic funds in their mobile phones, and transact with 

these funds stored in their wallet account without having 

a bank account.

Insurance

Digital transformation is a great opportunity or insurers. 

It offers real and tangible advantages for reducing costs, 

increasing efficiency and improving customer satisfaction. 

Our FINTECH solutions can assist insurers in their digital 

journey - by providing KYC, mobile payment solutions and 

real-time credit profiling.

Micro Lending

With the explosion of micro lenders in the micro load 

marketplace, impoverished individuals and groups who 

are unable to obtain loans from mainstream banks,  

can now make use of one of our several solutions that 

allow micro lenders to create a mobile identity and 

digitize their services.

MVNO Mobile Money Solutions

With the rapid growth globally in launching MVNO’s, our 

Mobile Money solutions gives MVNO’s and Money Transfer 

Operators an opportunity to offer Mobile Financial services 

to their customers. Our end-to-end solution can be fully 

integrated within an existing MNO’s infrastructure.

Advanced KYC Solutions

Customer Due Diligence (CDD) is a basic KYC process 

where customer’s data such as proof of identity and 

address is gathered, and used to evaluate the customer’s 

risk profile. Enhanced Due Diligence (EDD) is an advanced 

KYC procedure for high-risk customers. Our KYC solution 

offers comprehensive features, and is fully customizable 

to ensure full KYC compliance.



Financial Inclusion

Less than a quarter of adults in Africa have any kind of 

account with a formal financial institution and that so 

many adults in Africa use informal methods to save and 

borrow. Similarly, the majority of small and medium 

enterprises in Africa are unbanked, and access to finance 

is a major obstacle. Our FINTECH platform includes 

solutions for both ‘Banked and Unbanked’ P2P transfers 

using retail outlets, post offices, etc.

MFS Analytics

Form a complete picture of each subscribers profile by 

integrating MFS usage with network. Network usage data 

adds very rich additional layers of dimensions

• Locations

• Device used

• Voice, SMS, Data usage volumes and spend

Our Mobile Financial Services Analytics solution provides 

up to date information to MNO’s, financial organizations, 

traders, etc regarding subscriber activity.

Boost revenue by targeting the most appropriate 

subscribers for campaigns, through looking at a complete 

picture of network interactions and MFS transactions. 

Use subscriber  segmentation  to  deepen  relationships 

with the most valuable subscribers, i.e. Top 15 Revenue 

generating subscribers. 

Track actual usage and revenue against MFS forecasts, 

YTD or other defined periods. Reduce risk with a current, 

accurate view  of MFS.

Disruptive Mobile Commerce Solutions

A disruptive, digital FINTECH solution that creates a new 

market and value network - offering a broad range of 

simple, seamless transaction capabilities - while giving 

users more value than that of electronic cash alone.  

It’s bank, network, device and age agnostic.

Achieve more.
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Credit Profiling (Real Time)

Credit profiles are based on the notion that “past 

performance predicts future behavior.” For example, the 

information in a consumer’s credit profile, can show a lender 

whether a potential customer consistently pays bills on time 

and how much of their credit they rely on each month.  

Our FINTECH solution integrates seamlessly with existing 

credit profiling platforms, to provide digital real time results 

via a ‘white label’ Mobile App.

DIGITAL FINTECH SOLUTIONS 
Enabling Digital Transformation
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TELECOM BENEFITS YOUR CUSTOMER’S BENEFITS

Pascal Prot, CEO of Legos, says: “MVNOs are now best 

positioned to address some specific communities’ needs 

and deliver segmented services to niche-market verticals.” 

In a study, Ideas reports, that “There are many un-served 

and under-served market segmants still available.”

What this all means for Telco, is that they can enter the 

FinTech arena to deliver valuable services that have the 

potential to substantially add to the bottom line.

What does this mean for TELCO? 

1

2

3

1 Broaden offerings for financial inclusion of untapped, 

profitable markets. Mobile money means increased 

profits as MVNOs and MNOs are able to offer banking 

services to the unbanked in developing countries.  

For example, in Africa, the majority of people own  

a mobile phone, but only a quarter have an official bank 

account. Financial inclusion means the unbanked can also 

have access to financial services, opening up a new area of 

profitability for MNOs and MVNOs.

Greater value and personalized service because MNOs 

and MVNOs can better react to the needs of their customers 

on an individual level.

Transformed customer experience which is based on 

the evolving needs of your end-users. To a large extent, 

users are able to access the MNOs and MVNOs solutions 

via DIY methods such as mobile apps or a website, and 

this provides ease of use, speed and personalization.  

In addition, with the inset of IoT, users can manage their 

digital lives far more easily.

Increased convenience, speed and accessibility.  

These three needs are the greatest needs of mobile 

users today. So as a communication service provider 

you need to ensure that your solutions provide  

just that. 

4 Advanced security. The most innovative technology 

requires advanced security in order to keep the  

end-user’s data safe.

2 Increased customer retention and new business.  

FinTech enables new solutions based on customer 

needs. It allows MNOs and MVNOs to offer greater 

convenience, speed and accessibility. You already 

have the infrastructure for new solutions, and FinTech  

offers your MNO or MVNO the ability to differentiate from 

competitors.

YOUR CUSTOMER’S BENEFITS
3 Gain new and targeted niches because you can offer 

solutions geared at specific communities. This helps facilitate 

more effective marketing and sales.

4 Long-term profitability as MNOs and MVNOs delve into 

new markets and potential partnerships.
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MOBILE WALLET - INTRODUCTION

A Mobile Wallet is a virtual wallet part of the Mobile Money solution that stores payment card information 

on a mobile device.

Mobile wallets are a convenient way for a user to make in-store 

payments and can be used at merchants listed with the mobile  

wallet service provide.

Delivers secure mobile financial services to registered users with 

a 2-factor authentication system.

It allows organizations to attract revenue and perform financial 

transactions conveniently and securely.

Provides mobile users with the same type of options as for  

online banking, such as mini loans, transfers, payments and 

cash-sends.

Allows users to buy prepaid options such as electricity, airtime, 

and any other connected services.

KEY FEATURES

mCommerce Merchant Portal

Business to Business money transactions

Disbursements: Payroll / Social / Government

Cash-in, cash-out

International money remittance

Mobile airtime top-up

Financial InclusionBill payments

Financial InclusionConsumer App

P2P money transfer
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MOBILE WALLET KEY FEATURES

Disbursements: Payroll / Social / Government

 • Regular payment of money into the wallets of mobile  

 money customers.

 • Recipient lists can be managed on the mobile money  

 system, or the payments can be initiated or managed  

 externally through standard interfaces.

• Merchant portal allowing 3rd-parties to register  

 themselves as merchants.

• Merchants can draw reports on activity, transaction 

 fees, trends, manage  advertising, see where their sales  

 are generated, etc.

• Allows mobile wallet users to pay for goods and services  

 to these merchants.

• Similar to an online marketplace such as eBay but with  

 mobile money as payment instrument.

Mobile airtime top-up

• Allows mobile wallet users to purchase airtime  

 using their mobile wallet.

Bill payments

• Allows mobile wallet users to pay for goods and  

 services to pre-configured merchants.

• Payment details such as the amount paid and the  

 account number are sent to the merchant via sms  

 or email.

• Amounts may be fixed, supplied by the merchant or  

 entered by the user.

P2P money transfer

 • Transferring of mobile wallet currency from one person  

 to another instantaneously.

 • May incur transaction fees.

Business to Business money transactions

 • Similar to P2P except source & destination are both  

 business wallets which apply different business rules  

 and restrictions compared to consumer wallets.

Consumer App

• Smartphone App that provides a feature rich interface  

 to the mobile money platform.

• Also allows for advanced capabilities such as NFC,  

 additional security and enhanced user experience.

Cash-in, cash-out

 • Used to convert physical currency into electronic  

 mobile wallet currency.

 • Can be Agent- and/or Store-based.

mCommerce Merchant Portal

• Allows mobile wallet users to send money to  

 international recipients.

• International recipient may be a mobilewallet user be 

  longing to a pan-national mobile money network  

 owned by the same group (e.g. Airtel Money,  

 Tigo Cash, etc.)

• Can also be used to pay international recipients via a  

 3rd-party international remittance service provider such  

 as Western Union or MoneyGram.

International money remittance



20 
YEARS

IN TELECO INDUSTRY

EXPERIENCE

30 
TELCO (b2b)

CUSTOMERS AND COUNTING

SERVING

2500 
(b2c)

SUPPORT 

CORPORATE AND ENTERPRISE 

80 
MILLION

SERVING

MOBILE SUBSCRIBERS A DAY

200 
MILLION

DELIVERY 

SMS PER DAY 

 5 
BILLION

PROCESSING

TRANSACTIONS PER DAY

15 BILLION 
CDR

PROCESSING

CALL DATA RECORDS PER DAY 

This is another way that 
Adapt IT can help you 
spend less... and ACHIEVE MORE.

Get in touch with us: 
sales.telecoms@adaptit.com 

+27 (0) 10 494 2893

Achieve more.

We adapt and connect:

PROBLEMS WITH SOLUTIONS

YOUR IDEAS WITH REALITY

PEOPLE THROUGH TECHNOLOGY

We create ADVANCED TELECOMMUNICATIONS 

SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS THAT UNDERSTAND, 

ENHANCE AND ANTICIPATE YOUR BUSINESS 

NEEDS

telecoms.adaptit.tech


